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Welcome to the public exhibition for the ‘Site at The
Downs’ residential development proposals.
This site at Standlake (see right)
covers an area of approximately
15.09 Ha and offers the potential
to create an attractive, distinctive
and sustainable development that
is well- integrated with the existing
community and village.
This exhibition presents the
current proposals which have
been progressed for residential
development of up to 185 dwellings
with associated access and open

space. The intention is to submit
an Outline Planning application
shortly.
Members of the design team are
available to answer questions
about the material and share our
understanding of some of the
key features, opportunities and
constraints of the site along with
the outline proposals as to how the
site could be developed.

Thank you for attending!

COUNCIL POLICY
The site is not allocated for
development with the adopted or
emerging West Oxfordshire Local
Plan, although it has and continues
to be promoted for allocation.
The
a p p l i c a ti o n
for
the
development will be made on
the basis of the lack of 5 year
housing land supply within the
District and as a result and in
accordance with paragraph 49
of the National Planning Policy

Guidance (NPPF) the supply of
housing policies are out of date.
The site is sustainable in many
regards including the location
and there are no adverse impacts
arising from the development of
the site which would significantly
or demonstrably outweigh the
benefits, accordingly it is argued
that planning permission should
be granted.

VILLAGE FACILITIES, ACCESS
& CONNECTIVITY, PUBLIC
TRANSPORT
Standlake benefits from a number
of facilities and services including
a Post Office and associated
store, two pubs/restaurant and
a garage. Standlake Church of
England Primary School is located
to the east of the village and a
well-populated light industrial
park at Standlake Business Park
supports several small to medium
sized businesses to the west of
the village.

Standlake has a distinctive linear
pattern of roads which create
a rectangular form which is
cross-connected by a series of
minor routes, some of which are
suitable for occasional vehicular
access and the rest of which are
pedestrian/cycle/equestrian use
only.

There are several sports clubs
and associated grounds in
the village including Oxford
Downs Cricket Club and Lower
Windrush Tennis Club which is
located within the Parish Council
supported recreation ground at
Rack End which is adjacent to
the community Village Hall. The
Parish Council also supports two
children’s playgrounds at Rack
End and Windrush Way.

• No.19 Carterton, Clanfield,
Bampton, Aston, Standlake,
Witney with connections to
Oxford. (Routes via Aston
Road, Abingdon Road, High
Street, The Downs). 8 services
in each direction (weekdays
and Saturdays); and

Two Stagecoach bus routes are
accessible via The Downs:

• No.15 Witney to Abingdon and
return via Abingdon Road, High
Street, The Downs. 5 services in
each direction (weekdays and
Saturdays).
These routes allow connections
to other hubs at Witney and
Abingdon to provide onward
travel further afield.

400m

The surrounding artificial lakes to
the north of Standlake support a
range of aquatic activities from
angling to windsurfing.

Site area

400m

Flood risk diagram
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Plan showing facilities, access and connectivity.
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The site is dominated by arable
field and there are no rare habitats
on the site. A single section of
hedgerow has met criteria as
an ‘Important’ hedgerow under
The Hedgerow Regulations 1997.
Mitigation recommendations
have been incorporated into
the proposals which include the
protection and improvement of
hedegrows and additional tree
and shrub planting (including
native species) within public open
space.
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Hydrology
Environment Agency and West
Oxfordshire District Council flood
mapping confirms that the site
is located in Flood Zone 1 (the
lowest flood risk zone) and as
such the site is not considered to
be at risk of flooding.
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Generally the site falls from
north to south, to a ditch which
runs along the entire southern
boundary.
The site is also
bounded to the west by a further
ditch and bisected by various
field drains. A robust strategy
for the disposal of surface water
from the development has been
determined to restrict discharge
rates to those of an undeveloped
(greenfield) site to ensure that the
scheme does not increase flood
risk downstream.
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Surface Water attenuation will
be provided within the site, using
a combination of Sustainable
D ra i n a g e
Sys te m s
(S u DS)
including swales, ponds basins and
wetlands, along with engineered
features such as porous paving.

Arable
Intact species-rich hedgerow

3

Intact species-poor hedgerow with trees
Intact species-poor hedgerow

Dry ditch
Individual tree
Target note
Site topography and ecological findings
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NOTES
1: Arable
2: Intact species-rich hedgerow
3: Intact species-poor hedgerow with trees
4: Intact species-poor hedgerow with trees
5: Intact species-poor hedgerow
6: Intact species-poor hedgerow
7: Intact species-poor hedgerow
8: Intact species-poor hedgerow
9: Intact species-poor hedgerow
10: Defunct species-poor hedgerow

Defunct species-poor hedgerow

The combination of SuDS features
will provide opportunities to
promote biodiversity and habitat
creation, and will enhance
amenity areas, whilst ensuring
that discharge rates from the site
are not increased.
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CHERINGTON
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ASHBOURNE
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In order to inform the Transport
Assessment, traffic surveys were
undertaken by an independent
survey company at 8 junctions in
the local area. Automatic Traffic
Counters (ATCs) were also placed
at 7 key locations, recording
traffic speeds and volume.
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Transportation
A comprehensive assessment of
highways and transport matters
is currently being undertaken, the
findings of which will be presented
in a Transport Assessment to be
submitted as part of the Outline
planning application.
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NO

Topography
A Topographic Survey has been
undertaken to determine levels
and features across the site. The
site slopes very gently from a
high point of around 76m AOD
in the northernmost corner to
around 67m AOD to the southern
corner. The aspect is therefore
generally south-facing. There
are no slopes over 5% and the
overall character is of a series of
very flat agricultural parcels with
hedgerow features offering visual
separation and enclosure.

Ecology
An extended Phase 1 Habitat
Survey has been undertaken to
assess the existing ecological
value of the site, identify potential
ecological issues associated
with the development and make
recommendations for general
mitigation,
compensation,
enhancement and further surveys,
as appropriate.

.3

The site lies north of the
settlement of Standlake which
itself takes the form of an arc of
linear development running along
Abingdon Road (A415) to the south
and west, High Street to the south
and east and The Downs to the
east. While the village generally
has a two-sided street character
along most of these routes, along
the boundary with the site at
The Downs, this is restricted to
single-sided development with
the site occupying land which in
other locations would usually be
housing.

The level of traffic anticipated to
be generated by the development
has been calculated and will be
distributed across the local road
network using 2011 Census ‘travel
to work’ data, allowing the impact
at the above junctions to be
assessed.

NO

Th e site com prises thre e
agricultural field parcels which
together can be viewed as a
discrete area of land which sits
between The Downs and a smaller
grain of parcels to the rear of
properties facing onto Abingdon
Road (A415) to the souh-west. The
boundary of the site area takes
in the two parcels immediately
adjacent to The Downs and a
portion of the larger parcel to
the west. The full site (ie. all three
parcels) has been considered
as the proposals have been
progressed in order to consider the
most appropriate and sustainable
initial development and how that
might be integrated with further
expansion should further housing
need be identified. The proposals
are therefore ‘future-proofed’ with
regards to co-ordination of access,
movement and connections,
drainage, open space provision
and other key attributes.
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DOWNS ROAD

DOWNS ROAD

View from Martins Lane

View along The Downs site boundary
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Site Appraisal
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OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS
The site at The Downs has a number of excellent characteristics
which make it suitable for residential development. These include
the relatively unconstrained nature of the site, the high quality
landscape setting and the proximity of an established village
core with associated services. The key challenge in developing
the site is to establish an appropriate approach which takes into
account the unique character and nature of the existing village.
This approach must balance the scale of the site with the current
urban area in order to ensure it is proportionate and does not
introduce an imbalance. The character of development must fully
consider the existing settlement and the specific qualities which
are evident.
A number of key opportunities and constraints are set out here:
Opportunities
• Well-contained parcels with clear and defensible boundaries
on most edges;
• Potential to link into public right of way allowing good
pedestrian and cycle access to established village core and
other residential areas with associated ervices and shops;
• Good access to public transport routes;
• High quality landscape setting and nearby historic village
character;
• Relatively unconstrained site conditions with regards
topography, drainage, ecology etc;
• Prospect of delivering very high quality, medium to low-density
residential development that reflects existing character; and
• Potential to continue the historical precedent of linear infill
linking previously dispersed centres and improve overall
connectivity across the various village components.

Site Boundary

Constraints
• Highly distinctive existing village urban form which must be
approached sensitively in order to integrate new development;

Buffer / Stand-off

Strong visual containment

Housing setback for visual purposes
and to accommodate services

• Site located at edge of village;

Intact species-rich hedgerow

• Buffers to be established adjacent to various landscape
elements in order to protect and conserve them;

Intact species-poor hedgerow with trees

• Hedgerows to be integrated into layout and open space;

Defunct species-poor hedgerow

Intact species-poor hedgerow
Existing ditch (dry)

• Unlikely to be suitable for high density house types (ie. Flats/
apartments); and

Important parcel alignment
Establish connection
Slope up
Public bridleway

• Scale must be balanced with overall size of Standlake

Open space buffer
Bus stop
Potential to establish gateway /
new entrance to village
Potential access points
Site appraisal plan

EXISTING RESIDENTIAL DENSITIES

AREA 1 - Heyford Close AREA 3 - High Street
Circa 19 units/hectare
Circa 12 units/hectare

CHARACTER
The Downs

High Street

A slightly more ‘separate’ character to the
historic core of the High Street and around
the junction of Abingdon and Witney at
Brighthampton. Housing appears all of a
similar age and quality with less variety
than elsewhere in Standlake.

An established character which has a historic feel and more ‘urban’ approach
to addressing the street. Some formality in terms of boundary treatments and
extensive use of mature landscape elements.

AREA 5 - Abingdon A R E A 3 - M a n o r AREA 4 - A415 Abingdon
Crescent
Road
Road
Circa 17 units/hectare
Circa 11 units/hectare
Circa 14 units/hectare

The surrounding plans show studies which establish
typical residential densities that exist in Standlake.
Five areas were selected which cover several
periods of development and different areas in the
immediate area. They show that density is generally
low with up to 19 units/hectare in places, but more
generally being in the range of 11 - 14 units/hectare.
This reflects the linear nature of development
with housing set within deep plots with significant
setbacks in places and of a generally detached
nature.
Guidance for density within new developments
The West Oxfordshire Design Guide is “intended
to encourage a high standard of design, and to
promote new development which respects and
fits in with the character of West Oxfordshire. The
Guide sets out the characteristics which make
West Oxfordshire unique and which can be used
to influence new design that reflects and enhances
local character.” This Design and Access Statement
has considered the Design Guide and incorporated
key information and approaches into the design
process. The DAS has been progressed in parallel
with the design process as a working document
throughout the assessment, involvement and
evaluation process.
In relation to density, the Design Guide is clear in its
position that new development should respond to
a site’s specific context and therefore prescriptive
design solutions and density ranges are not
appropriate. Accordingly, the appropriate density
for the site has emerged from the preceding studies
of existing density in Standlake and in parallel with
other considerations such as planning policy on
affordable housing and assessments of local need.

Abingdon Road
Predominantly linear development along road (some backlands development at
Brighthampton ‘centre’) with a variety of setbacks and age of housing. A range
of housing is evident, showing continuous development and redevelopment of
historic structures.

Church End
Looser relationship to road with culde-sacs and courtyard arrangement of
housing off street. Greater setbacks from
road compared to High Street.

Key plan showing location of density studies
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LAND USE

Parameter Plans
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LANDSCAPE FRAMEWORK
1.

The land-use parameter plan opposite has evolved from
the site’s specific opportunities and constraints and the
results of a number of technical studies undertaken by
the full design team. The structure has been carefully
designed to work with the natural landform, to respond
to as many of the important local, environmental,
community and landscape features as possible and to
respect the amenity of the existing urban area, while
ensuring development is well integrated.

2.

Given the edge of village location and the analysis of the
landscape setting, the landscape framework is critical
to not only integrating the development into the village,
but also successful place-making. The proposals retain
existing landscape elements (such as hedgerows) in
place and provide open space buffers around them.
‘Fingers’ of open space reach from The Downs all the way
through the residential layout to the western boundary,
allowing views through and working to visually break up
the housing areas. Sensitive edges and interfaces have
been established to reflect the existing village boundary
on The Downs and results in areas of open space which
enhance the existing rural edge and create a high quality
setting for housing that is multi-functional and provides
for a wide range of residents.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

Site boundary

Residential development blocks
Primary street

Secondary street

Shared surface/lane

Pedestrian / cycle route

Amenity green space / Natural green
space

Parks and Recreation grounds

As a result of responding to the character of the
context, allowing for areas of surface water attenuation
and providing buffers around retained and enhanced
landscape features, a significant proportion of the site is
proposed to be utilised as open space. These spaces will
provide a variety of functions and roles and will support
a network of off-road pedestrian and cycle routes, a play
area and youth facilities.

Allotments

Retained hedgerows

Proposed hedgerows
SUDS (TBC)

Proposed development: Not under
control of Mactaggart & Mickel

Access
Access to the site is proposed to be achieved from two
new priority ‘T’ junctions on The Downs. The location of
these accesses has been optimised in terms of junction
spacing and visibility, factoring in the gradient of The
Downs and the recorded speed of traffic passing the site
frontage.

DENSITY

The landscape framework has been tested against the
open space provision standards set out within the West
Oxfordshire Open Space study (2013-2029). Given the
significant areas of open space which are required to
integrate the development with the village edge and
protect existing landscape elements, the overall proposed
open space provision exceeds the minimum quantity
standards.

LAP

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

AP

2.

This drawing is to be read in conjunction with all other drawings
and specifications.
LAP
Any discrepancies found between this drawing and other
drawings and specifications in construction status documents
must be referred to the Landscape Architect prior to work
commencing.
This drawing must not be copied in whole or in part without prior
written consent of Optimised Environments Ltd.
Survey information is based upon surveyors topographical
survey.
All structural elements, foundations, build up and fixing are
subject to engineer's detail and specification and may influence
final detailed arrangement and appearance.
This drawing covers hard landscape finishes only.
Not for construction.

LE

1.

Appropriate footway links are proposed along the site
frontage, allowing safe pedestrian access to be achieved
to the bus stops to the southeast of the site and to the
existing development to the north of The Downs. Where
appropriate, suitable pedestrian crossing facilities will
also be provided. The proposed footway linkages along
The Downs will connect to an internal network of foot and
cycle paths, which themselves will link to the bridleway
along Martins Lane.
Street hierarchy
A simple loop arrangement for the primary street connects
the two new access points ensures that alternative routes
are provided in case of emergency access. Various
secondary streets loop off from this main corridors and
allow for a variety of routes through the site. Streets off
the main loop would comply with Manual for Streets,
providing opportunities for carriageway narrowing and
alternative surfacing materials. The proposed hierarchy
seeks to reinforce a legible structure and layout whilst also
ensuring there is a distinctiveness to the development.

Retained landscape elements
The existing landscape setting, particularly along the site
boundaries, provides a number of distinctive elements
which are to be retained and around which public open
space is arranged. These include the hedgerows and
associated planting on the eastern, western and southern
boundaries, the ditches associated with Martins Lane and
the central hedgerow running cetnrally at right angles to
The Downs.

Site boundary
Residential development
blocks
Residential
development
block

10

Primary street
Primary
street

LAP

Secondary street
Secondary
street

0

10

20

50m

Surface water drainage/SUDS
Low-lying land areas to the south have been identified
to accommodate attenuation areas required during
storm events along with swales and other features more
centrally within the development. This area measures
approximately 1 hectare and has been excluded from
open space provision calculations.

Shared surface/lane
Shared
suface/lane
Pedestrian / cycle
route route
Pedestrian
/ cycle
Amenity green space / Natural green

Amenity
green space / Natural green space
space
Parks and
Recreation
groundsgrounds
Parks
and
recreation
Allotments
Allotments
Retained hedgerows
Retained
hedgerows
Proposed hedgerows
Proposed
hedgerows
SUDS (TBC)
SUDS

Proposed development: Not under the control
Proposed development: Not under
of
Mactaggart & Mickel
control of Mactaggart & Mickel
Parameter plan: Landuse

The proposals show up to 185 dwellings accommodated
on the site. This figure has been arrived at through
thorough testing of the layout with reference to the local
context and the character of the nearby residential areas.
The proposals indicate an average density of less than
25 units/hectare across the site. This is considered a
medium-low residential density and is lower than might
be usually built in other locations where a target of
around 35 units/hectare is quite usual for sustainability
and land efficiency reasons.

HEIGHTS

Application boundary

Application boundary

Residential Medium-high density
(c35 units/ha)
Residential Medium density
(c30 units/ha)
Residential Low density
(c20 units/ha)
Residential Lowest density
(c15 units/ha)

The proposed density of c25 units/hectare reflects
a balance between the very low residential density
evident in the village and the need to be efficient in
the use of land in order to deliver a sustainable and
viable extension. The proposed density results in a mix
of houses from bungalows and detached homes through
to terraces and semi-detached houses.

10

0

10

20

Up to 2 storeys

Up to 2.5 storeys

As is the case across the village, a range of building
heights, combined with a range of dwelling types and
densities will ensure that the new development emerges
with an appropriate character that is in keeping with
the local area. The above parameter plan indicates
maximum storey heights in response to existing adjacent
residential characters and the proposed street structure
and densities.

50m

10

Application boundary

CHARACTER &
APPEARANCE
Various character areas have been identified and key
design principles set out in terms of specific character
elements and qualities. They provide an opportunity
for variety and distinctiveness to emerge through
architecture and public realm proposals, and urban
principles and elements. The examples here illustrate
successful approaches to particular design issues, from
vista stops and important corners, to single-sided streets
facing onto open space to incorporating a broad mix of
houisng types.

This drawing is to be read in conjunction with all other drawings
and specifications.
Any discrepancies found between this drawing and other
drawings and specifications in construction status documents
must be referred to the Landscape Architect prior to work
commencing.
This drawing must not be copied in whole or in part without prior
written consent of Optimised Environments Ltd.
Survey information is based upon surveyors topographical
survey.
All structural elements, foundations, build up and fixing are
subject to engineer's detail and specification and may influence
final detailed arrangement and appearance.
This drawing covers hard landscape finishes only.
Not for construction.

Residential Medium-high density
Residential
medium-high density (c35 units/ha)
(c35
units/ha)
Residential Medium density
Residential
medium density (c30 units/ha)
(c30
units/ha)
Residential Low density
Residential
low density (c20 units/ha)
(c20
units/ha)
Residential Lowest density
Residential
lowest density (c15 units/ha)
(c15
units/ha)

Parameter plan: Residential density
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0

10

20

0

10

The proposals are predominantly for 2 storey housing,
however as is evident elsewhere across the village,
there is the opportunity inhabit the roof to provide 2.5
storey options in locations where landmark buildings are
appropriate and to break up the mass of the development.
These should particularly be considered where dwellings
front onto the primary streets and on key corners.
20

50m

Application boundary
Up
2 storeys
Uptoto
2 storeys
Up
2.52.5
storeys
Uptoto
storeys

Parameter plan: Scale

50m

Housing accessed by private drive overlooking open space

Vista stop as street turns corner utilising 2.5 storey building

Open space and play areas overlooked by neighbouring properties

Informal boundary treatment of appropriate character to adjacent
open space

Windows in gables to minimise blank elevation
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50m

10

Shared surface as cross-linking route off primary street

Illustrative plan shown in village context
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50m

Deep set backs and generous front gardens behind soft landscape
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LAYOUT

Illustrative masterplan
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This illustrative plan is the result of testing the parameter plans with typical house
types against the required mix set out in Policy and with consideration to key
urban design qualities and layout principles. These various elements combine to
form an overall illustrative masterplan which provides an indication of the potential
layout for the site. This plan gives an impression of how the principles embedded
in the parameter plans and layout and appearance principles could be realised,
creating a unique and attractive place which respects and reflects the character
and role of Standlake.
The illustrative plan and the design and layout principles described in this
document are not intended to constitute a specific or definitive approach. They do,
however, represent a clear and robust framework within which a detailed scheme
can be formulated and, as such, any planning permission can with confidence be
specifically linked to them. The key features of the adjacent illustrative masterplan
are:
1. Main accesses from The Downs
2. Low density housing reflecting the existing low density neighbourhood on the
east side of The Downs
3. Retained hedgerows on boundaries and running centrally at right angles to
The Downs
4. SUDS
5. Amenity open space and semi-natural green space
6. Formal parkland setting to housing
7. Allotments
8. Play area
9. Proposed pedestrian/cycle link
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SUMMARY
Development at The Downs, Standlake
can be developed as a high quality
residential area which:
• Continues the historic process
of infilling between previously
dispersed centres;
• Respects the particular urban pattern
of the village;
• Is located in a sustainable location

within easy walking distance of
village facilities;
• Accommodates an appropriate
number of dwellings which reflects
the overall low density character of
Standlake;
• Can support a diverse mix of housing
types and markets, including
affordable;

• Provides homes needed for the local
area;
• Protects existing landscape features;
• Provides pedestrian and cycle links
to existing routes and networks; and
• Provides usable open space which
can have a variety of functions, from
natural green space to play area.
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